
   

PRESENTATION ACCEPTANCE FORM   

   

By signing the form below, you agree to the following:   
   

1. Present your paper 'in English' at Plastic Pipes XIX September 24-26, 2018   

2. Register online on the official website of the conference for USD 1300 Early Bird fee.   

http://www.ppxix.com/en/Registration/Registration_info   
   

3. Authors are obliged to send this signed Presentation Acceptance form and their 

short bio, photo until 5th January 2018 to ppxix@evacon.hu address.   

4. You are kindly requested to provide an electronic copy of your paper in Word 

version for inclusion on the PPXIX Flash Drive Proceedings until 30th July 2018. It 

will be distributed to all attendees onsite.   

5. PPCA Guidance on Comparison of Materials  
The PPCA Board of Directors would like to remind all PPXIX participants of PPCA’s guidance 

regarding the issue of comparisons. It is confirmed that the PPCA conferences must continue to 

maintain a strict policy to not allow direct comparisons between the performance of different 

primary plastic materials used for the same product application. This has always been a 

fundamental principle of the Plastic Pipes Conference which was unanimously agreed between 

the founding associations. However, this does not apply to comparisons between different 

variants of the same material (e.g. PVC and PVC-O or PP-R and PP-RCT) or of course comparisons 

with other “non-plastic” alternative materials.  

6. I Agree to the copyright statement below:   
   

Copyright Statement:   
   
The PPCA recognizes that the copyright of the abstracts and papers remains vested exclusively with 

either the individual author or their employer, dependent upon their contractual arrangements.    

By accepting this (or any subsequent) invitation to present a paper at a PPCA conference the author on 

his own behalf or on behalf of his employer as the copyright holder consents to PPCA taking the following 

steps:   

1. Publishing the abstract (in whole or in part) in the conference program and in electronic format e.g. 

USB for distribution at the conference.   

1.  
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2. Placing the full paper (or any extract thereof) on the PPCA website (subsequent to the conference) and 

indicating that such is available to be downloaded without charge but only for personal use and on 

the strict understanding that it is not for republication.   

3. Use the PowerPoint presentation (in whole or in part) at the specific conference and at any subsequent 

PPCA funded spin off conferences as the PPCA shall determine is appropriate although only with the 

copyright owners prior approval and, where appropriate, participation.   

   

In each instance the PPCA will give credit to the copyright owner so that they may be readily identified.   

   

Please also indicate who will actually present the paper, limit one presenter per accepted 

paper, and include complete contact information.   

   

Presenter Name   

Abstract Title    

Co-Author's Name    

Company Name   

(presenter)   

Address (    

Address (2)    

City, State/Province (Country)   

Phone    

      

Email    

SIGNATURE/DATE   
____________________________________________________________________________________________   

   

Please fill in the above form and send to ppxix@evacon.hu   
If you have any problems contact us at ppxix@evacon.hu    

   

2.  


